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ABSTRACT: The knowledge of electronic properties of matter is the key to the
understanding of its properties and to propose useful applications. To model hybrid
organic/inorganic systems with the plane-wave approach, large supercells with many atoms
are usually necessary to minimize artificial interactions between periodic images. For such
systems, accurate approximations to the exchange−correlation functional of density
functional theory, such as hybrid functionals, become computationally expensive, and
cheaper approaches need to be considered. Here, we apply the local modified Becke−
Johnson exchange−correlation potential to free molecules and surfaces and study its
accuracy for calculated ionization potentials. This quantity being important to understand
the band alignment of composite heterogeneous systems, we demonstrate the application of
the potential to the electronic structure calculation of an exemplary composite
semiconductor/molecule system, namely, a F6-TCNNQ molecule adsorbed on a
hydrogenated Si(111) surface.

1. INTRODUCTION

A very successful approach to calculate the electronic properties
of matter is density functional theory (DFT).1,2 The Kohn−
Sham formulation of DFT leads to formally the exact Kohn−
Sham equations, which include the exchange−correlation (XC)
potential, a functional of the density accounting for many-body
effects in the system. The XC potential (which is formally
defined as a functional derivative of the XC energy functional)
cannot be expressed analytically, and it has to be approximated
for any practical use. While simple semilocal approximations
usually predict the ground-state properties of solids with
sufficient precision, the electronic band structure is only
qualitatively reproduced by a Kohn−Sham calculation, and the
agreement with experimental data depends strongly on the
chosen approximated functional. In particular, Kohn−Sham
band gaps of semiconductors and insulators are systematically
smaller than the experimental gaps.3−10 To obtain higher
accuracy in the prediction of band gaps, one can use more
advanced approximations to the XC functional, such as hybrid
functionals,11 or resort to more involved Green’s function
approaches.12 Unfortunately, these latter methods, in particular,
GW approximations, are computationally very expensive and
usually allow for calculations of only small systems. This means
that it is often unfeasible to apply such methods to describe large
periodic systems with local inhomogenities, such as interfaces,
surfaces, or crystals with defects.
Another possible approach to obtain better band gaps is to

focus on the XC potential rather than the energy. When one is
interested in the electronic properties of the frontier orbitals,

such as the ionization potential, electron affinity, or band gap,
one expects an improvement over the standard semilocal
approximations when the exchange part of the XC potential has
the correct asymptotic −1/r limit. One of the first exchange
potentials with the correct asymptotic limit was proposed in
1994 by van Leeuwen and Baerends (LB94),13 and it was further
improved later (LBα).14 A further step was the inclusion of the
kinetic energy and the Laplacian of the density into the exchange
potential, as was done by Becke and Johnson (BJ).15 Armiento
and Kümmel proposed an exchange energy functional (AK13),
whose potential fulfills the promising properties of BJ.16 Yet, a
different exchange potential was constructed by Gritsenko et al.
(GLLB),17 which combines the correct asymptotic behavior
with the expected steplike structure with the change of the
occupation number.
It was shown before that all these model exchange potentials

yield Kohn−Sham levels with a precision larger than the local-
density (LDA) or the generalized-gradient (GGA) approx-
imations. In particular, the error of calculated ionization
potentials was shown18 to be about 5% for LBα, 10% for
LB94, 10−15% for AK13, and 20% for BJ, also depending on the
choice of the correlation part of the full XC potential. On the
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other hand, the error of LDA or Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof
(PBE)19 (most commonly used GGA XC functional) is ∼40%.
Even better results (errors below 5%) were reported for a recent
version of GLLB, the BGLLB-VWN XC potential.20

Our motivation to further concentrate on the development of
the BJ exchange potential is the fact that after a relatively small
change, leading to the modified Becke−Johnson21 (MBJ)
exchange potential, band gaps of solids are predicted with very
high accuracy (∼30%). Recent studies9,10 confirm that band
gaps calculated with theMBJLDA (theMBJ exchange combined
with the local-density approximation for the correlation) exhibit
the smallest errors among all tested approximations. Note that
GLLB-SC,22 which is a variant of the GLLB suitable for solids,
was also shown to be very precise for band gaps (24%),8 but the
test set was considerably smaller than those in refs9, 10.
Unfortunately, the MBJ potential in its original formulation is

unsuitable for being used for noncrystalline systems. The
problem resides in an integral over the three-dimensional (3D)
unit cell that enters the definition of the exchange potential. We
have recently proposed an improved version of the potential
called the local MBJ (LMBJ) XC potential,23 which, in contrast
to the original formulation, can be used to simulate any kind of
system, even those including vacuum in the unit cell. In ref 23,
we mostly concentrated on the construction of the LMBJ
potential and its application to semiconductor heterostructures,
and in ref 24, we identified the best parametrization of the LMBJ
potential for two-dimensional systems, demonstrating that it can
be used to calculate electronic band gaps with comparable
accuracy as hybrid functionals, at a much lower computational
cost.
In this work, we want to evaluate the performance of LMBJ

potential on other important classes of inhomogeneous
insulating systems with vacuum in the unit cellmolecules,
surfaces, and molecules on semiconductor surfaces. We start
from the observation that the LMBJ potential converges to a
material-dependent constant as −1/r far from the electronic
system, reproducing the correct asymptotic limit of the exact
exchange potential. We can therefore expect that this potential is
suitable to calculate accurate ionization potentials (IP). To
investigate this matter, we first calculated the electronic levels of
100 molecules from the GW100 test set25 and we compared the
IP obtained with different XC functionals, finding that LMBJ
performs better than the commonly used functionals such as
PBE,19 HES06,26,27 PBE0,28 or B3LYP5,29 especially for
molecules with experimental IPs above ∼8 eV. In a second
step, we calculated the IPs of a set of 13 (110) terminated
surfaces of zincblende semiconductors. In this case, the IPs are
systematically overestimated with LMBJ by ∼3−4 eV.
Finally, we investigated how the LMBJ XC potential can be

applied to calculate the energy levels of molecules on surfaces. As
a prototype system, we chose the cyanoquinodimethane derivate
F6-TCNNQ molecule adsorbed on a hydrogenated Si(111)
surface, which was previously investigated both experimentally30

and theoretically.31 We demonstrate that the electronic
structure of the complex system can be calculated with LMBJ
and that some important electronic properties can be predicted
with an accuracy exceeding that of PBE.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the

definition of the LMBJ XC potential, and in Section 3, we discuss
the results of our test calculations, beginning with free molecules
in Section 3.1, followed by semiconductor surfaces in Section
3.2. Finally, in Section 3.3, we show results for the electronic

structure of an organic molecule on a semiconducting surface.
We draw our conclusions in Section 4.

2. LOCAL MODIFIED BECKE−JOHNSON XC
POTENTIAL
2.1. General Definition. The MBJ XC potential is,

according to recent benchmark calculations,9,10 the best
approximation to the XC potential for accurate and efficient
predictions of electronic band gaps of crystalline semi-
conductors. Its accuracy is comparable to that of the hybrid
functionals, while the computational cost is considerably
smaller. MBJ is an approximation to the XC potential only
(i.e., it cannot be written as the functional derivative of an energy
functional32) and it is directly designed for reliable description of
band gaps. While the accompanying correlation potential is
usually taken in the local-density approximation, as we do in the
present calculations, the exchange part is modeled as a weighted
sum of the Becke−Russel33 exchange potential and a correction
term

π ρ
= + −r r

r
r

v cv c
t

( ) ( ) (3 2)
1 5

12
2 ( )

( )x x
MBJ BR

(1)

with the electronic density ρ(r) = ∑i
N |ψi(r)|

2 and the kinetic
energy density t(r) = (1/2)∑i

N∇ψi*·∇ψi. The weights are given
by a material-dependent parameter c, which is calculated self-
consistently as

α β= + ̅
ϵc g (2)

where g̅ is the average of g0(r) = |∇ρ(r) |/ρ(r) in the unit cell
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V
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1

d ( )
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3
0 (3)

The parameters α, β, and ϵ are fitted to a number of
semiconductors, minimizing the error in the calculated band
gaps. Equations 2 and 3 show clearly the origin of the main
drawback of the MBJ potential: as we are averaging a density-
dependent function over the unit cell, a high-quality description
of band gaps is only possible for homogeneous 3D systems.
Furthermore, it does not make sense to apply this function to
systems described by supercells that include vacuum regions, as
the value of the parameter c would be dependent on the fraction
of vacuum in the supercell.
Recently, we have proposed a local version of the MBJ

potential, the LMBJ potential,23,24 which overcomes these
problems. In our approach, the parameter c(r) defined as

α β= + ̅r rc g( ) ( ) (4)

becomes a spatially varying quantity, with g̅(r) being the local
average of g(r)
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With eq 6, we obtain → α
β
−rg( ) 1 , and thus c(r)→ 1 in vacuum

regions with electronic density ρ(r)≪ ρth. For regions with ρ(r)
≫ ρth, we obtain the original limit g(r) → g0(r). The choice of
Gaussian smearing in eq 5 makes sure that c(r) varies spatially,
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while it is only allowed to change significantly on the scale of
typical interatomic distances. This is controlled by the choice of
a smearing parameter σ. In this work, σ = 3.78 bohr = 2 Å, unless
specified otherwise.
2.2. Ionization Potential Calculation. In this work, we

apply the LMBJ XC potential to the calculation of IPs of
molecules and solids. We calculate the IP as the difference
between the vacuum level and the energy of the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), following the DFT
version of Koopmans’ theorem.34−39 In the case of the
molecules, both are obtained from a single calculation, whereas
in the case of semiconductor surfaces, the HOMO level is
obtained from a bulk calculation and the vacuum level results
from a slab calculation. Both calculations are then put on the
same reference level via electrostatical alignment.40 In this
approach, the average value of the electrostatic potential in the
bulk unit cell and in a corresponding region in the center of the
slab (which is assumed to be bulklike) are set to a common level.
When dealing with the electronic properties of finite systems

measured with respect to the vacuum energy, such as the IP, it
has to be considered that the LMBJ potential asymptotically
approaches a material-dependent constant V∞. This property is
inherited from the original Becke−Johnson potential.15 Since
the vacuum energy is extracted only from the average
electrostatic (Hartree) potential in the vacuum region, V∞ has
to be included to align the total potential in the vacuum with its
electrostatic part. The value of V∞ can be obtained from the
asymptotic behavior of the charge density of the highest
occupied state of the finite system with energy ϵho. Assuming
that the asymptotic limit far from the system follows36,41 (in
atomic units)

ρ ρ→ | | α− | |r r( ) eq r
0 (7)

with ρ0 and q being system-dependent parameters and

α = − ϵ − ∞V2 2( )ho (8)

we obtain that the first term of eq 1 goes asymptotically as−1/r,
while the second term tends to the constant

α=∞V C
2 (9)

with =
π

C 1 5
12
. Plugging eq 8 into eq 9 and solving for V∞

yields
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∞
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The same expression also holds for semi-infinite systems since
the asymptotic behavior of the highest occupied level of such a
system has the same form as eq 7 after replacing r with z, i.e., the
distance from the surface.16 In this case, ϵho is the HOMO level
of the semiconductor slab at the Γ point of the Brillouin zone, as
this state is the one governing the asymptotics of the potential far
from the surface.42

The IPs are thus calculated from the sum of the position of the
highest occupied level with respect to the vacuum level of the
electrostatic potential and V∞ from eq 10. This was done
previously in ref 43 for the BJ potential, as well as in ref 16 in the
case of the AK13 XC functional, which has the same asymptotic
behavior.
Note that in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP)

code44,45 used in the present work, a density threshold is defined
for numerical reasons. If the electronic density becomes lower
than this threshold at some point, the exchange potential is set to
zero. In an actual calculation, the asymptotic limit of the
potential is thus never reached, and the electrostatic part of the
potential is taken as a reference.

3. APPLICATIONS OF THE LMBJ XC POTENTIAL

In this section, we will discuss the application of the LMBJ XC
potential to molecules in vacuum, semiconductor surfaces, and
to an example of molecules attached to a semiconductor surface.
In all cases, we deal with inhomogeneous systems that we treat
by constructing a supercell containing vacuum, for which the
original MBJ XC potential could not be used.
We performed our calculations with a custom version of the

VASP code,44,45 where we implemented the LMBJ XC potential
as described in ref 23. The VASP code uses the projector
augmented-wave (PAW) method.46 All LMBJ calculations were
performed starting from preconverged wave functions obtained
with the standard PBE XC functional.19 Spin−orbit coupling
(SOC) was neglected in all calculations.

Table 1. Statistical Measures for Calculations of IPs of Molecules in the GW100 Test Set and (110) Surfaces of Zincblende
Semiconductorsa

molecules (KS) surfaces (KS)

PBE LMBJ2 LMBJ5 HSE06 PBE0 B3LYP5 RHFb SCANc PBE LMBJ

ME −3.91 1.89 1.65 −2.99 −2.59 −2.89 0.53 −3.65 −0.55 3.59
MAE 3.91 1.89 1.66 2.99 2.59 2.89 0.76 3.65 0.55 3.59
MAPE 36.12 19.70 17.68 28.01 24.09 26.94 6.85 33.71 8.76 62.88
a 0.65 0.94 0.93 0.77 0.77 0.76 1.14 0.69 0.52 0.55
b −0.10 2.50 2.45 −0.47 −0.13 −0.26 −0.98 −0.25 2.29 6.22

molecules (ΔSCF)
ME −0.16 −0.08 −0.07 −0.09 −0.91 −0.20
MAE 0.37 0.30 0.30 0.32 1.05 0.32
MAPE 3.66 2.88 2.88 3.14 10.71 3.14
a 0.99 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.04 1.01
b −0.07 −0.16 −0.16 −0.26 −1.40 −0.26

aThe measures are mean error (ME, in eV), mean absolute error (MAE, in eV), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE, in percent), and the
coefficients a and b of the linear fit (y = ax + b) to the data in Figure 1. bUnrestricted HF was used to calculate the total energy of the cation in the
ΔSCF scheme. cSCAN calculations did not converge in two cases for neutral molecules and in 13 cases for cations.
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3.1. GW100 Set of Molecules. In this section, we

demonstrate the application of the LMBJ XC potential to

electronic structure calculations of free molecules. The key

quantity we concentrate on is the IP, i.e., the negative of the

HOMO level as required by Koopmans’ theorem, which we can

directly compare with experimental data. For our test, we chose

the GW100 set,25 designed to benchmark different numerical

codes and approximations for molecular systems.

Figure 1. Calculated molecular IPs compared with experimental values. LMBJ refers here to calculations with rs
thr = 5 bohr.
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For all 100 molecules, we used a cubic periodic unit cell with a
lattice constant of 30 Å, and the calculation was done at the Γ
point. For the energy cutoff, we used the standard values
indicated in the pseudopotential files distributed with VASP.
The smearing parameter of the LMBJ potential was set to σ = 3
Å, thus accounting for a typical size of the molecule, which
exceeds slightly the value σ = 2 Å that was found to be optimal23

for common semiconductors. We tested two different settings of
the threshold parameter, rs

thr = 2 and 5 bohr. We denote the
respective settings as LMBJ2 and LMBJ5. Finally, to obtain the
IP of the molecules, we measured the energy distance between
the vacuum potential and the highest occupied Kohn−Sham
level. We determined the former from the value of the Hartree
part of the local potential at the middle point in the unit cell
between two periodic images of the molecule and we added V∞.
The calculated values of V∞ are listed for all molecules in the
Supporting Information.
In Table 1 and Figure 1, we present the calculated IPs for

molecules in the GW100 test set obtained with PBE, LMBJ2,
and LMBJ5 using VASP, compared with results calculated with
the meta-GGA functional SCAN,47 common hybrid functionals
HSE06,26,27 PBE0,28 and B3LYP5,29 as well as restricted
Hartree−Fock (RHF), using the Psi4 code48 with the QZVP
basis set. We checked that the PBE results we obtained with
VASP agree very well with those obtained by the Psi4 code and
thus a comparison between the two approaches is meaningful. In
addition to IP calculations from the Kohn−Sham HOMO level,
which we denote with “KS”, we also calculated the IPs using the
ΔSCF scheme. In the latter, the IPs are expressed as the
difference between the total energy of the neutral molecule and
the total energy of the molecule with one electron less. Note that
this approach is not possible for model XC potentials (such as
LMBJ), which are not functional derivatives of an XC energy.
These results are denoted with “ΔSCF” in Table 1 and Figure 1.
All calculated numerical values of the ionization potentials for all
molecules are provided in the Supporting Information.
We first concentrate on the KS results. Our main observation

is that the qualitative behavior of LMBJ differs from that of other
state-of-the-art approaches used in solid-state calculations, e.g.,
PBE, SCAN, HSE06, and PBE0. The LMBJ IPs are systemati-
cally overestimated by 1−2 eV, this error being larger for
molecules with IPs below∼5 eV, as it can also be seen from the a
and b values of the linear fit. The error of LMBJ is smaller than
the error of PBE or the hybrid functionals, which underestimate
the IP. The setting rs

thr = 5 bohr (LMBJ5) yields slightly better
results than rs

thr = 2 bohr (LMBJ2). We do not expect any
considerable improvements by further varying the parameters σ
and rs

thr since we found already for two-dimensional (2D)
materials that the results do not depend strongly on their exact
values.24

We thus conclude that the KS LMBJ IPs have an error slightly
below 20%, which is better than most of the XC functionals used
commonly for solids (LDA, PBE, SCAN, PBE0, HSE06). On
the other hand, most of the model exchange potentials are
constructed to have the correct asymptotic limit yield KS-IPs
with an error of 5−15%,18,20 as is also the case of RHF in the
present work.
Note that in comparison with the band gaps of solids, which

can be currently predicted with errors not smaller than
∼30%,9,10 with GGA, meta-GGA, or hybrid functionals,
molecular IPs can be calculated with much better accuracy in
the KS scheme.

All in all, these data demonstrate that the LMBJ XC potential
yields IPs of molecules with a precision better than the other
widely used XC functionals and it might be a suitable approach
to electronic structure calculations of large inhomogeneous
systems with many atoms, such as, e.g., organic molecules or
systems including them as their functional element. In fact, such
systems may become computationally too expensive to be
tackled with more accurate XC functionals.
Looking further at theΔSCF results, it becomes clear that it is

superior to the KS approach for most of the XC functionals
tested here. The error lies below 4% for PBE, HSE06, PBE0,
B3LYP5, and SCAN.

3.2. Semiconductor Surfaces.To evaluate the precision of
LMBJ for the IP of semiconductor surfaces, we chose a set of 13
common (110) terminated zincblende materials (ZnS, GaP,
GaAs, ZnSe, CdS, InP, InAs, CdSe, GaSb, ZnTe, AlSb, InSb,
CdTe) already investigated earlier with HSE and the GW
approximation.40,49 We followed the methodology of refs40, 50
for comparison. For molecules, the IP is defined as the negative
of the HOMO level. In the case of semiconductor surfaces, the
IP is defined as the difference between the vacuum potential and
the bulk valence band maximum (VBM). The latter cannot be
obtained directly from a surface (slab) calculation. Therefore, to
obtain the IPs, one bulk calculation and one surface calculation
for each material are necessary. The electrostatic potentials of
both calculations were aligned by setting equal the averaged
local potential in the central (bulklike) region of the finite slab
and the average local potential of the bulk calculation. The IP is
then given by the difference of the vacuum level of the surface
calculation and the VBM of the bulk calculation. Such a bulk-
related definition of the IP is meaningful because the result does
not depend on the details of the surface electronic structure and,
in particular, on the exact energetic level of the highest occupied
surface state, which might lie in the bulk band gap. The position
of such surface states depends strongly on the surface
reconstruction, which is often hard to determine experimentally
and to model theoretically. For this reason, we compare our
theoretical results with averaged experimental data where
available, as was done previously in ref 50.
In the bulk calculations, the experimental lattice constant was

used for the final calculation, and the lattice constants relaxed
with PBE were also calculated. The calculations of the (110)
nonpolar surfaces were performed using 14-layer thick slabs
separated by an equal extent of vacuum. The lattice constants
were first fixed to the PBE-relaxed value and the atomic positions
were relaxed. For the IP calculations, the lattice constants of the
relaxed slabs were scaled to the experimental values. The plane-
wave cutoff energy was set to 550 eV in all calculations. In the
bulk and surface calculations, 8 × 8 × 8 and 6 × 4 × 1 k-point
meshes were used, respectively. SOC was not included. Instead,
the theoretical values were shifted by a correction stated in the
Supporting Information of ref 4949 obtained for the bulk with
HSE to account for the effect of SOC.
We present the results for the zincblende surfaces in Table 1

and Figure 2. The calculated numerical values of the IPs and V∞
for all surfaces are provided in the Supporting Information. We
compare LMBJ results with and without V∞ included with PBE.
The experimental IPs of surfaces lie typically in the range
between 4 and 8 eV. In this range, PBE underestimates the
experimental values by 0.55 eV (∼10%) on average. LMBJ
without including V∞ yields IPs even below those obtained by
PBE. Adding V∞ increases the final LMBJ IPs, but they become
unfortunately strongly overestimated by 3.59 eV (∼60 %) on
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average, at least in the typical range of semiconductor IPs
(between∼4 and∼8 eV). This behavior agrees with our findings
for molecules. It is shown in Figure 1 that for molecules with an
IP of around 5 eV, the error of LMBJ exceeds that of PBE. Only
for molecules with a larger IP, LMBJ becomes superior.
Finally, we compare our results with those of ref 51 obtained

with the BJ potential, which is expected to perform similar to
LMBJ. The IPs calculated with BJ with respect to the vacuum
level of the electrostatic potential improve the PBE values, and
these results lie very close to the experimental values. Yet, in ref
51 the asymptotic behavior of the XC potential is not considered
and V∞ is not taken into account. We believe that this step is
necessary to interpret the calculated IPs correctly, with respect
to the vacuum level of the total potential. Unfortunately, this
shifts the promising BJ results up by ∼5 eV (as also
approximately visible in Figure 3 of ref 51), and the final BJ
results lie close to the LMBJ ones. Note that in the case of
semiconductor surfaces, HSE orGW approximations can further
improve the PBE results.40,49

We thus conclude that the IPs of semiconductor surfaces are
severely overestimated by LMBJ. On the other hand, from
Figure 2 and Table 1, a linear dependency of the theoretical
results on the experimental IPs can be deduced.
3.3. Molecules on Surfaces. After demonstrating how the

LMBJ XC potential can be applied to semiconductor surfaces
and molecules, we now show that it can be used to calculate the
electronic structure of a hybrid system consisting of a molecule
attached to a surface. As our test example, we chose the
cyanoquinodimethane derivate F6-TCNNQ adsorbed on a
hydrogenated Si(111) surface. The F6-TCNNQ molecule is a
strong electron acceptor and an important building block in a
hybrid organic/inorganic system that was previously inves-
tigated experimentally30 and theoretically31 using the PBE19 and
HSE0626,27 XC functionals. We compare our results, obtained
with the LMBJ XC potential, with results from these latter
approximations and with experimental values.
In all calculations, we first obtained the ground-state

electronic properties with the PBE XC functional19 and used
the results as the input for a subsequent calculation with the
LMBJ XC potential with the standard parameters σ = 2 Å and rs

thr

= 5 bohr. The plane-wave cutoff was set to 400 eV. We used
atomic structures obtained by Wang et al.31 stored in the
NOMAD repository.52

We begin with electronic structure calculations for a free-
standing Si-H(111) slab and an isolated F6-TCNNQ molecule.

We first compared the PBE results of our VASP calculations with
the results of Wang et al.,31 who used the FHI-aims code.53,54

Both approaches yield very close energies. In Table 2, we
summarize our PBE and LMBJ theoretical results (obtained with
VASP) together with HSE06 (calculated with FHI-aims) of ref
31 and the experimental results from ref 30.

The most important experimental finding is the fact that the
F6 lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) level lies
below the VBM of Si. Therefore, when brought together, the
LUMO level would be occupied by the valence electrons of Si,
acting as an electron acceptor. While this alignment of electronic
levels is well reproduced by HSE06 and slightly overestimated
by PBE, LMBJ fails to predict this ordering. This follows from
the strong overestimation of the IP in semiconductors and
molecules with small IP by LMBJ, as discussed in previous
sections.
On the other hand, the Si local band gap and the HOMO−

LUMO gap of F6 are described by LMBJ with a precision better
than PBE, which is indeed the main feature we expect from this
XC potential. Still, the HOMO−LUMO gap is underestimated
by ∼30% in the case of LMBJ.
We focus now on the analysis of the electronic structure of the

F6-TCNNQ molecule attached to the Si-H(111) surface.
FollowingWang et al.,31 we considered two different geometries
of the F6-TCNNQ monolayer on the surface. A flat one,
characterized by a packing density (“number of molecules in the
unit cell divided by the number of atoms in the top Si layer in the
respective cell”) θp = 5% and a standing one with θp = 25%, as
shown in Figure 3b,e, respectively. The calculations were
performed at theΓ-point for the flat configuration and on a 3× 3
× 1 k-points mesh for the standing configuration. All calculations
used a spin-polarized setup and neglected SOC.
We present the results of our electronic structure calculations

for the two configurations using the PBE and LMBJ XC
potentials in Figure 3, where we display the local density of states
(LDOS) averaged in the plane parallel to the surface. Moreover,
we plot in Figure 4 the density of states projected on the
individual atoms of the system (projected density of states
PDOS). Thanks to this analysis, we are able to resolve the
electronic structure spatially. The first feature we observe is the
alignment of the LUMO level of the F6-TCNNQwith the VBM
of Si for both configurations and both XC potentials. While this
is expected for PBE based on the electron affinity of the isolated
position being located below the VBM of a clean Si-H(111)
surface, it is somewhat surprising for LMBJ, considering the
energy levels of the separated systems. These results are in
agreement with HSE calculations in Figure 3c of ref 31. The
second important feature we look at is the local band gap of the
Si substrate, calculated for the composite system. The extraction
of this information is only approximately possible since the
LUMO state of the molecule penetrates significantly into the Si
slab. Moreover, the rather sparse k-points mesh leads to an
overestimation of the calculated band gap for indirect semi-

Figure 2. Calculated IPs of (110) surfaces of zincblende semi-
conductors compared with experimental values. Full lines are linear fits
(y = ax + b) to the data with a and b in Table 1.

Table 2. Electronic Properties of a Free-Standing H-Si(111)
Slab and an Isolated F6-TCNNQ Moleculed

PBEa LMBJa HSE06b expc

F6 LUMO − Ev(Si) −1.09 0.34 −0.78 −0.7
F6 LUMO−HOMO 1.09 1.28 1.56 1.93
Si band gap 0.67 1.31 1.28 1.16

aThis work. bRef 31. cRef 30. dEv is the VBM of Si.
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conductors. We evaluated the local band gap from the PDOS
(Figure 4) and reported the values in Table 3. As expected, the
band gap is strongly underestimated by PBE. In contrast, LMBJ
predicts the size of the slab band gap with the same accuracy as in
bulk calculation, overestimating it slightly (by ∼20%).
Further, in Figure 4, as well as in the corresponding Figure 3c

of ref 31, we can observe a spin splittingΔE↑↓ of the LUMO level
of F6-TCNNQ when it is adsorbed on the Si surface. The
quantitative results are given in Table 3. Clearly, both PBE and
LMBJ underestimate the spin splitting with respect to the HSE
results, but all calculations qualitatively agree on its variation
when going from one configuration of F6-TCNNQ on the
surface to the other.
F6-TCNNQ being a strong electron acceptor, we tested how

well the charge transfer is described by the LMBJ potential. The
wrong alignment of the energy levels of the isolated compounds
predicted by LMBJ makes us expect that this calculation could
be problematic. Because in the LMBJ calculation the LUMO
level of the isolated molecule is located in the band gap of the Si
slab, no charge transfer from the Si surface to the molecule is
directly expected. In Figure 4, we observe that for both

configurations the molecular LUMO level is partially occupied
for PBE, but when using LMBJ, a much smaller fraction of the
state is occupied for θp = 5% and the state appears unoccupied
for θp = 25%. We calculated the charge transfer as in ref 31 by
integrating the charge rearrangement Δρ = ρfull − ρsurf − ρmol in
the plane parallel to the surface, with the three contributions of
the charge density ρ coming from the full system, the clean
surface, and the isolated molecule, respectively. The transferred
charge ΔQ is then obtained by further integrating Δρ along the
direction perpendicular to the surface, from the vacuum region
to a point at the interface whereΔρ drops to zero. The values of
ΔQ that we obtained with the PBE and the LMBJ XC potentials
compared with the HSE06 results of ref 31 are reported in Table
3. While PBE and HSE06 results are almost identical, LMBJ
predicts a significantly smaller charge transfer, as expected from
the wrong energy level alignment of the isolated subsystems.
Finally, as a result of the charge transfer between the surface

and the molecule, a modification of the work function of the
clean surface is expected. We calculated the change of the work
functionΔΦ from the local potential, using both PBE and LMBJ
potentials. The comparison of our results with theHSE06 results

Figure 3. Electronic structure of a F6-TCNNQmolecule on a hydrogenated Si(111) surface in the flat configuration (θp = 5%) (left) and the standing
configuration (θp = 25%) (right). Atomic structures (b, e), local density of states (LDOS) calculated with the PBE functional (a, d), and the LMBJ
potential (c, f) for the two configurations, respectively.

Table 3. Results for the Hybrid H-Si(111)/F6-TCNNQ System with Different Packing Densities θa

Eg(Si) ΔE↑↓ ΔQ ΔΦ

θ LMBJ PBE LMBJ PBE HSE06 LMBJ PBE HSE06 LMBJ PBE HSE06

5% 1.30 0.59 0.23 0.20 0.5 0.11 0.40 0.40 −0.21 0.77 0.80
25% 1.35 0.60 0.04 0.02 0.17 0.0 0.13 0.12 −0.48 1.63 1.59

aLocal band gap of the Si slab Eg(Si) in eV, spin splitting ΔE↑↓ of the LUMO level of F6-TCNNQ in eV, accumulated charge ΔQ on the molecule
in electron charge, and change of the work function ΔΦ in eV for the two packing densities, calculated with the indicated XC functionals. The
HSE06 results are from ref 31.
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of ref 31 is also given in Table 3. As for the charge transfer, PBE
results agree qualitatively with HSE06, but LMBJ predicts the
wrong band bending, as a consequence of the wrong position of
the isolatedmolecule levels with respect to the Si-H(111) bands.
We conclude that based on our Si-H(111)/F6-TCNNQ

example, the LMBJ XC potential can be applied to the electronic
structure calculations of molecules on surfaces only with
caution. As expected, the local band gap of the substrate and
the HOMO−LUMO gap of the molecule, as well as the position
of the molecule levels in the heterostructure were obtained with
an accuracy exceeding the standard PBE XC functional, in some
cases reaching the accuracy of HSE06 hybrid functional. On the
other hand, in our example, LMBJ clearly failed to predict the
correct charge transfer to the molecule and the related shift of
the work function. The error originates from the wrong
prediction of the IPs of the semiconductor surface and the
molecule.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we confirmed that the LMBJ XC potential could
be applied to calculate some electronic properties of molecules,
semiconductor surfaces, and their hybrid compounds. By
performing calculations for the 100 molecules in the GW100
test set, we found that the average error of LMBJ for the
determination of the molecular IPs is smaller than that of PBE or
the hybrid functionals commonly used in solid-state physics, i.e.,

HSE06, PBE0, and B3LYP5. Yet, the error increases for
molecules with smaller IPs.
On conducting analogous calculations for 16 (110)

terminated zincblende semiconductors, we found that the IP
was overestimated by LMBJ by several eV. This is in line with the
results obtained for molecules with small IP. This unfortunate
behavior is inherited from the asymptotic decay of the original
BJ potential far from the studied system and it cannot be easily
repaired during the step from BJ to MBJ or LMBJ.
Based on these findings, we performed an electronic structure

calculation of a realistic organic/inorganic hybrid system of
current interestF6-TCNNQ molecule adsorbed on a hydro-
genated Si(111) surface. We demonstrated that some features of
the electronic structure of the complex system are predicted
accurately with LMBJ, in particular the local band gap of Si and
the HOMO−LUMO gap of the molecule. On the other hand,
other properties, such as charge transfer between the molecule
and the substrate and the corresponding change in the work
function, were described poorly by LMBJ. The latter failure can
be traced back to a significant error in the calculation of the IPs
of the isolated subsystems.
While there is no reason to recommend the use of the LMBJ

potential for the calculation of the electronic structure of (small)
isolated molecules or atoms, applying this potential to evaluate
the electronic levels of large molecules or composite nano-
structured systems can be a feasible and more accurate
alternative to PBE calculations, when calculations using hybrid
functionals are too expensive. Yet, one has to be cautious when
using LMBJ to calculate electronic properties beyond the
electronic structure around the semiconducting band gap,
especially those related to the position of the vacuum level.
Finally, we remark that our local variant of the MBJ potential

makes it possible to calculate the electronic levels of free atoms.
This, in principle, enables the construction of pseudopotentials
for specific use with the LMBJ potential. This new possibility
may lead to improved performance of LMBJ calculations.55

Following this path would require a reoptimization of the
parameters α and β of the original MBJ exchange potential,
which were obtained from all-electron calculations21 where the
pseudopotential approximation was not applied. Further
improvement of the performance of the potential for 2D
materials and molecular systems could also be achieved by
reoptimizing these parameters to reproduce the energy levels of
these specific families of materials.
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